Yaichio Ono a Miyata Toshio are professional players in shogi. Both of them come from Japan. They took part in Open Blitz European Championship on 14. 7. 2005. Yaichio Ono won this tournament and Miyata Toshio reached the 2nd place. They commented on some game in shogi of European Championship and Open World Championship from 15. 7. 2005 to 17. 7. 2005.

Have you ever been in the Czech republic?

Yaichio Ono:  This is my first visit in this country.
Miyata Toshio: I havent been in the Czech republic before neither.

Which other tournaments do you take part in?

Yaichio Ono: There are some tournaments in Europe (Frankfurt, Paris, London). We take  part in some tournaments in the USA (Los Angeles, New York).
And of course in Japan.

Is shogi popular in Japan?

Yaichio Ono: Yeh. 30 mil people play this game. There are 17 professional tournaments in Japan. It is played for 30 mil dollars. 160 players are in The Japanese Shogi Association. 

Can we say shogi is Japanese national sport?

Yaichio Ono: I would like to say it, but sumo and judo is more popular than shogi. 

Why did you start to play exactly shogi?

Yaichio Ono: I cant remember. I have just tried it and I like it.
Miyata Toshio: As a boy I saw shogi on TV. I was stunned with it and than I wanted to become professional player.

Do you play chess?

Yaichio Ono: Yes, but not so often.
Miyata Toshio: I cant play chess.


Try to to compare shogi and chess.

Yaichio Ono: It is impossible. Shogi and chess are really different games. You know, you cant compare sumo and judo and comparation of shogi and chess would be the same case.

What about chess in Japan?

Yaichio Ono: Chess is not so popular in my country. There are only about one thousand professional players in Japan.  



You reached two first places in Open Blitz European Championship. Was it hard?

Yaichio Ono: No (he is laughing). But I am proud of it, of course.
Miyata Toshio: It wasnt very hard, but I wanted to win. But I enjoyed playing.

What about your next plans?

Yaichio Ono: We fly home after  CZECH OPEN. I am going to teach shogi in the USA all the next year, so I cant take part in the next European Championship.
Miyata Toshio: The next European Championship will be held in France. So I want to win.







